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I. INTRODUCTION

While the largest corporations have maintained a global presence for many decades, today nearly all businesses, including small and medium-sized enterprises, recognize the importance of international markets. However, many issues arise when the feasibility of globalization is considered; labor and employment laws are one of the primary factors companies need to consider when selecting countries in which to invest or do business. Although economists and legal scholars have extensively researched and discussed the business climate in European and Asian countries, relatively little has been written about the Latin American legal and business environment.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the potential implications of the differing labor and employment laws in Chile for U.S. companies interested in establishing a business presence in Chile. The case of Chile is important because, during the past quarter century, the U.S. has been a major trade partner and source of foreign investment for Chile, and, more recently, Chile became the first country in South America to sign a free trade agreement with the U.S. (effective January 1, 2004). Since the implementation of the free trade agreement, U.S. companies are even more likely to consider entering the Chilean market and, thus, there is a need for additional research to inform prospective investors. This paper partially addresses this need. Section II presents a brief history of recent Chilean economic policy and discusses the increasing economic interdependence between the U.S. and Chile. Section III reviews and compares labor and employment legislation in Chile and the U.S. and its impact on foreign direct investment and international trade. Drawing from the analysis the final section concludes with implications for U.S. investors and Chilean policy makers.

II. ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES

“If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity cheaper than we ourselves can make it, better buy it of them with some part of the produce of our own industry, employed in a way in which we have some advantage.”1

“I love to hear people use these code words—productivity, efficiency, global competitiveness. Say what you mean. You mean the cheapest possible labor.”2

The concept of globalization of business has become so widely accepted as reality that it has almost become a cliché. Part of the cliché is the stereotypical business position, reflected in Adam Smith’s quote above, that argues businesses must be able to produce goods and services wherever production costs are the lowest in order to allocate resources efficiently, and maximize production, consumption and economic growth. In contrast, the stereotypical position of organized labor, espoused in the Lou Dobbs’ quote, is that workers lose in a “race to the
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1 ADAM SMITH, AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF THE WEALTH OF NATIONS 185 (1886).
2 Interview by Joanne J. Myers with Lou Dobbs, an economics commentator on CNN (Dec. 2, 2004).
bottom”\(^3\) when businesses are allowed to move production to wherever costs and wages are lowest. The reality of global labor-management relations is, of course, more complex than these stereotypical positions imply. A comparison of the United States and Chile labor and employment laws reveals some of the complexities of globalization, especially when it involves trade and investment between developed and developing countries.

### Chile’s Recent Economic History

Among the countries of the southern hemisphere, Chile was a relatively early adherent to the underlying premises of globalization and, under the direction of the Chicago Boys,\(^4\) implemented an open-economy policy as part of a broader policy of economic liberalization that began in the mid-1970s.\(^5\) The economic liberalization policy was implemented under the regime of Augusto Pinochet, who had recently overthrown Salvador Allende’s democratically elected socialist government. While Pinochet’s dictatorship had wide-ranging impacts on many aspects of society, not the least of which are political freedoms and human rights, the focus of this paper is on economic policy. The economic policy components of greatest relevance to this paper are 1) the elimination of non-tariff restrictions on imports, 2) large reductions in import tariff rates, and 3) changes in the legal status of organized labor. In Chile non-tariff trade restrictions, such as import quotas and licenses, were completely removed on most products by 1975. Tariff rates were reduced in three steps from triple digits rates in 1975 to a uniform rate (except for motor vehicles) of 10 percent in 1979.\(^6\) Tariff rates have fluctuated somewhat since that time, but the general commitment to a uniform tariff rate has continued.\(^7\) With regard to the status of organized labor, during the late 1970s collective bargaining was temporarily suspended in Chile, and economic liberalization has since reduced the influence of labor unions with the trend toward labor practices being more market-driven. Following the return to democracy, union membership sharply increased to 15.1% in 1991, only to drift downward during the remainder of the decade to 10.7% in 1999. Since the turn of the century union membership has rebounded to reach 13.8% in 2006. This was somewhat higher than the U.S. (12.0%), but still put it in the bottom half of all Latin American countries.\(^8\)
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\(^3\) **ALAN TONELSON**, *The Race to the Bottom: Why a Worldwide Worker Surplus and Uncontrolled Free Trade Are Sinking American Living Standards* (2004). Tonelson argues that the entry of low-wage countries like Mexico, China and India into the World Trade Organization has accelerated the erosion of wages and labor standards in the industrialized countries of the world.

\(^4\) The term “Chicago Boys” refers to a group of young economists educated at the Universidad Católica in Santiago, Chile under a collaborative agreement with the Economics faculty of the University of Chicago beginning in 1956. Some of the students subsequently went on to post graduate studies in Economics at the University of Chicago and later returned to Chile to become instrumental in implementing economic reforms during the 1970s and 1980s. Veronica Montecinos, *Economic Policy Making and Parliamentary Accountability in Chile*, Programme Paper Number 11 United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, Democracy, Governance and Human Rights 3, (2003).

\(^5\) **PATRICE FRANKO**, *The Puzzle of Latin American Development* 245-6 (3d ed. 2007).


Two of the most visible symptoms of Chile’s economic liberalization are an increased importance of both international trade and foreign direct investment. The importance of international trade is reflected in the increased ratio of international trade to Gross Domestic Product\(^9\) (GDP) from a range of 30-37 percent in the first half of the 1980s to 58 percent by 1990.\(^{10}\) By 2004, its international trade to GDP ratio was over 70 percent and, although Chile’s GDP ranks as only the 47\(^{th}\) largest in the world, it ranked tenth in terms of world trade.\(^{11}\) Historically the primary destination for Chile’s exports has been the industrialized countries; in 2008 the top recipients were China (14.2%), the U.S. (11.3%), and Japan (10.4%).\(^{12}\) From the rest of the world, Chile has traditionally imported capital goods (e.g., machinery, equipment, tools), energy, and consumer goods, with the U.S. (19.1%), China (11.9%) and Brazil (9.3%) becoming its top suppliers in 2008.\(^{13}\) Foreign direct investment (FDI)\(^{14}\) has also become increasingly important to the Chilean economy. FDI has increased from a few hundred million dollars annually in the late 1970s to just under $7 billion in 2005, and reached approximately $16.8 billion in 2008.\(^{15}\) The U.S. was the single largest source of foreign direct investment (FDI) to Chile during 1974-2008, representing approximately 24 percent of Chile’s total FDI.\(^{16}\)

While international trade and FDI in Chile have grown significantly since the 1970s, employment in the sectors most affected by trade and FDI has not changed significantly in recent decades. Employment in the mining, energy and transport sectors, as a percent of total employment, has been virtually unchanged.\(^{17}\) In the sectors least affected by trade (i.e., service, construction, and retail), however, employment percentages have increased noticeably.\(^{18}\) Thus, the relatively large flows of FDI into the mining and utility sectors, and the growth in trade, have had little apparent effect on employment patterns in Chile. A more extensive analysis of the effects of economic policies on employment patterns during decade following liberalization similarly found some net job creation in the exporting sectors, with minor job losses in the import and non-tradable sectors.\(^{19}\) The employment shifts, however, were largely complete by
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the end of the 1970s and thereafter employment trends could not be causally related to sector. The analysis indicates that changes in employment were mostly affected by firm size and macroeconomic conditions.\textsuperscript{20} To gain a better understanding of comparative employment and labor laws and their relationship to FDI and international trade, a brief review of relevant studies on these topics is first presented.

**Comparative Labor and Employment Laws**

Recent cross-country studies indicate significant differences among countries’ labor and employment laws. In 1997, an analysis of the formal legal rules governing labor markets in 85 countries was used to calculate indices and sub-indices for employment law, collective relations law and social security law for each country.\textsuperscript{21} The researchers estimated that the employment law index ranged from a low of .15 to a high of .83 (a higher index number indicates a more rigid law),\textsuperscript{22} with a mean value of .47 and a median value of .49. The U.S. had an employment law index of .2176 and Chile’s was .4735. The collective relations law index estimates range from .19 to .71 (mean value of .45 and median of .46), with the U.S. at .2589 and Chile at .3810. The social security index has the widest range with a low of 0 and high of .87, (mean value of .57 and median of .68), but the U.S. (.6461) and Chile (.6887) indices were closest for this measure.\textsuperscript{23} One criticism of this study is that the indices are based on a comparison of the formal legal rules rather than the application of the laws in the countries.

A more recent study addresses this criticism. The researchers began with the original employment law indices, and additionally consulted with labor lawyers and experts in each country to also assess the application of labor and employment laws.\textsuperscript{24} They then created a single index for each country that takes into account the formal laws as well as the application of the law in each country. The resulting rigidity of employment index varies, in principle, from 0 to 100, where higher numbers imply more labor market rigidity. A higher level of labor market rigidity indicates less freedom for employers to contract with their employees; lower levels correspond to greater freedom to contract. There are five countries (including the U.S.) with an index of 0, but no countries received an index of 100. The highest rigidity of employment index was 79 (Bolivia and Venezuela) and two other countries were evaluated at 70 or above.\textsuperscript{25} Low income countries generally have higher labor market rigidity than high-income countries, an
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\textsuperscript{21} Juan Botero et al., *The Regulation of Labor*, 119(3) Q. J. ECON. 1339 (2004). The authors define the categories of law as follows: “In most countries, in addition to some basic civil rights protections, this system encompasses three bodies of law: employment law, collective relations law, and social security law. Employment laws govern the individual employment contract. Collective or industrial relations laws regulate the bargaining, adoption, and enforcement of collective agreements, the organization of trade unions, and the industrial action by workers and employers. Social security laws govern the social response to needs and conditions that have a significant impact on the quality of life, such as old age, disability, death, sickness, and unemployment.”

\textsuperscript{22} More rigid law means a greater degree of specificity in the law and limits how employment issues can be resolved. When there is more protection for employees there is less flexibility for employers.

\textsuperscript{23} World Bank, *Doing Business*, http://www.doingbusiness.org/ (last viewed Nov. 9, 2009). The work originally done for this study has been expanded upon and has been published annually by the World Bank.


\textsuperscript{25} The authors do not report the rigidity of employment index for all countries in their paper, but the comparable index in the *Doing Business* 2010 publication for Chile is 18.
average of 40.4 for the poorest countries versus 31.1 for the richest countries. Thus, it is clear from these studies that countries have taken very different approaches to the issue of regulating labor-management relations. We next turn to the question, how do different approaches to regulating labor-management relations affect foreign direct investment and international trade?

**Effects of Labor and Employment Law on FDI and International Trade**

Why do companies invest in foreign countries? In basic terms, “international capital movement is created by variation in returns across borders.”

That is, investors move capital between countries because they seek a higher return than what can be earned domestically. Similarly, international trade in goods is largely driven by which country has the lowest cost of production (i.e., comparative advantage) for a good. The higher return or comparative advantage abroad can be attributable to a number of factors, including relative scarcity of capital abroad (compared to the domestic economy), the location of complementary resources (e.g., minerals), proximity to potential customers, and lower costs for labor.

The cost of labor is of particular relevance to this paper. Labor costs include wages, salaries, fringe benefits (e.g., vacation pay, health care, maternity or paternity leave), taxation (in some countries this may include contributions to the worker’s pension, unemployment insurance, and possibly severance pay), as well as costs associated with managing human resources (legal expenses, hiring costs and training costs).

The labor cost components are directly related to a country’s employment and labor laws.

In recent years, numerous studies have been conducted to analyze the economic effects of differing labor and employment law, and the resulting labor regulatory environments in a variety of countries. Studies have analyzed the relationship of labor market rigidity to FDI, domestic investment, output, employment (by age, gender and skill levels), productivity, and firm size in a wide range of countries. Of particular interest to this paper are the studies that focus on the effects of different labor market conditions on FDI and international trade. An early study investigates the effects of employment protection differentials between domestic and foreign locations on the investment decision of multinational corporations in 1989 and 1998.

The index of employment protection for each country is based on measures of protection affecting the country’s temporary and regular employment. The larger the gap in employment protection between the home and host country, the lower are FDI flows from home to host country, i.e., for a given level of home country employment protection, higher levels of employment protection in the host country discourage home country firms from investing there.

Another recent empirical study also analyzes the impact of labor law on FDI using a theoretical model that hypothesizes severance payments to workers act as a disincentive for investment by multinational corporations. A labor market index of hiring and firing restrictions
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is constructed based on extensive surveys of managers conducted by the World Economic Forum in 59 countries. Using data on U.S. FDI to 33 developed and developing countries during 1986-96, the study finds a statistically significant negative relationship between U.S. FDI and labor market restrictions.\textsuperscript{32}

There are also several recent studies looking at the interactions between labor regulation and international trade policy. In a theoretical analysis, a two-country two-sector model of international trade was developed in which the countries are similar except for rigidities in their labor markets.\textsuperscript{33} The model indicates that, in theory, there are economic gains to both countries engaged in international trade, but the country with lower labor market rigidities gains proportionately more. Thus, a less rigid labor market confers comparative advantage; a country benefits by lowering rigidities in its labor market. Furthermore, the model suggests that simultaneous proportional lowering of labor market rigidities in both countries results in benefits to both countries.

A more recent empirical study of the relationship between domestic labor regulations and trade policy uses cross-country data from 126 countries.\textsuperscript{34} To measure domestic labor regulations in the countries they utilize the World Bank Doing Business indices for 2004. The researchers create a labor regulations index as an average of three World Bank indices on flexibility of hiring, conditions of employment, and flexibility of firing. They analyze the impact of labor regulations on the economic benefits from trade policy for 2000-05 and find that countries with less rigidity in hiring and firing have higher incomes. They conclude that the positive effect of economic openness is enhanced when labor market regulation is moderate and reduced when labor market regulation is excessive.

Last, a 2009 empirical study also tests the relationship between domestic labor regulation and trade policy, but uses a different economic model.\textsuperscript{35} The findings show that the economic growth effects of international trade may be significantly improved if certain complementary reforms are undertaken. More specifically, changes in the areas of labor market rigidity and firm entry/exit flexibility create benefits for most countries (high- or low-income countries) when they open their markets to international trade.

**Analysis and Assessment**

During the late 1970s Chile implemented a broad policy of economic liberalism that has largely continued to the present. Economic liberalism included changes in employment and labor law that reduced labor market rigidities in Chile. In addition, reduced tariff and non-tariff barriers have resulted in Chile’s economy becoming more integrated into the global economy. Economic liberalism and open economy policies that include less rigid labor market regulations

\textsuperscript{32} One of the most extensive studies of the effects of labor market rigidity is based on firm level data on new investments across 19 Western and Eastern European countries during 1998-2001. The indices of labor market rigidity reflect laws governing individual and collective dismissals, the length of the dismissal notice period, and the required severance payment. The study’s findings indicate that less rigidity in the host country’s labor market relative to that in the investor’s home country is associated with larger FDI inflows. B. Smarzynska & M. Spatareanu, *Do Foreign Investors Care about Labor Market Regulations?*, 3275 THE WORLD BANK (2004).


have a positive impact on the flows of foreign direct investment and the economic growth effects of international trade. These effects can be observed in Chile where, since the economic reforms of the late 1970s, international trade as a percentage of GDP has risen dramatically and FDI has consistently increased as well. Throughout this period, trade and FDI ties with the U.S. have been especially strong. Because the recently signed free trade agreement between the U.S. and Chile has created enhanced incentives for trade and investment in Chile, more U.S. companies have a need to understand the implications of Chilean labor and employment law.

III. LEGAL PERSPECTIVES

Background

In Chile, labor and employment laws are codified in the CÓDIGO DEL TRABAJO (Labor Code).\(^{36}\) The Code was published in 2002, but has been continuously updated in an appendix that is slightly larger than the Code itself.\(^ {37}\) Since Chile is a civil law country there is no case law that is readily accessible.

Labor Law.

Although there are many topics that are not clearly distinguished as labor law or employment discrimination, for ease of discussion in this paper topics will be classified as one or the other.

Employment-at-will.

In the United States all states but one\(^ {38}\) follow the principle that, in the absence of an explicit contract, an employment relationship may be terminated for a good reason, a bad reason, or no reason at all.\(^ {39}\) The U.S. is unique in this regard; Chile, along with most of the rest of the world, does not permit such terminations. Throughout the Chilean Code it is assumed that an employment contract exists which may only be terminated by the employer for good cause. This is one of the most prominent differences between the law in Chile and the U.S., making Chile more rigid in its labor market. In Chile when employees are terminated they generally are entitled to severance pay, one month for every year’s service.\(^ {40}\) But, the work contract will terminate without the right to any compensation when the employer fires the employee for one or more of the following causes:\(^ {41}\) A lack of integrity in the performance of duties, sexual harassment, violent acts against the employer or any co-worker, defamation of the employer, immoral conduct that affects the company, breach of contract, or excessive absences. Excessive absences is specifically defined as failure of the worker to show up to perform assigned duties without a justified cause for two consecutive days, two Mondays in a month or a total of three days during a month or any unjustified or unplanned absence that creates a serious setback to the
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overall mission of the business. In addition, abandonment of work, negligence and intentional tort are good cause for termination.

**Minimum Wage and Overtime.**

Although the Chilean Code stipulates that the minimum wage cannot be less than a minimum monthly income,⁴² there is no specific figure set. Similar to the practice in the U.S., the minimum wage is periodically adjusted. In July 2009 the minimum wage was 165,000 pesos per month (approximately $305) for workers between the ages of 18 - 65. Those younger than 18, or older than 65, must be paid a minimum of 123,176 pesos (approximately $228). Non-remunerative workers are required to be paid a minimum of 106,435 pesos a month (approximately $197), and last, domestic workers must be paid 136,000 pesos (approximately $253), eighty-three percent (83%) of the wages of the 18 - 65 group.⁴³ The average gross annual wage of Chileans is approximately $5,432, about one third of the average gross annual wage of American workers ($15,080).⁴⁴ The Chilean wage is about 37% of GDP per capita, while the U.S. wage is only 32%.⁴⁵

Providing that it does not risk the health of the worker, overtime hours can be contracted up to a maximum of two per day.⁴⁶ As in the U.S., overtime hours are calculated as time and a half.⁴⁷ However, in Chile overtime is more closely regulated; overtime must be contracted and can only be used for temporary situations (no longer than three months) in the company.⁴⁸

**Unemployment Compensation.**

Chile has established an obligatory unemployment insurance plan⁴⁹ that automatically begins with the working relationship and will not permit the employer to negotiate to lower the amount recoverable.⁵⁰ Workers are qualified for unemployment if they were not terminated for good cause (one of the seven reasons listed above).⁵¹ The amount of the compensation received is dependent on the amount of remuneration received when working. There are survivor benefits if the unemployed worker is deceased.⁵² In principle, unemployment compensation appears to be very similar to the system in the U.S.

**Workers’ Compensation.**
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Temporary incapacity of Chilean workers due to accidents or illness gives them the right to receive subsidies. The subsidies are paid during the duration of the treatment, starting with the day on which the accident occurred or the illness was diagnosed. The maximum duration of the subsidy period is fifty-two weeks, but an additional fifty-two weeks can be allowed if necessary for an improved treatment that will allow the worker to be rehabilitated. The subsidy is paid during holidays and is not taxed or subject to social security deductions. The payment of the subsidy can be suspended if the ill or injured workers refuse treatment or deliberately impede possible cures.

Social Security.

In 1980 the government of Chile replaced the government-run pension system with a privately administered, national system of pension savings accounts. It is a privatized Chilean version of what the U.S. calls social security and is described as a voluntary pension system for seniors, disability, and survivorship. Men who are 65 and older and women who are 60 and older have the right to a senior pension. Persons who do not exercise their rights to obtain the senior’s pension are then not permitted to solicit rights to disability or survivorship either.

José Piñera, one of the Chicago Boys and the architect of the pension plan, touts the success of the system in an article published in 1996. Piñera explains that under Chile’s Pension Savings Account (PSA) system, workers’ pension levels are determined by the amount of money they accumulate during their working years. Since neither the workers, nor the employers, pay a social security tax to the state the workers will not collect government funded pensions. Instead, during their working lives, each month the workers automatically have 10 percent of their wages deposited by their employers into the workers’ individual PSA’s. Because the mandatory 10 percent only applies to the first $22,000 of wages, “as wages go up with economic growth, the ‘mandatory savings’ content of the pension system goes down.” Workers may contribute an additional 10 percent of wages each month as a form of voluntary savings. To manage their PSA’s workers choose one of the private Pension Fund Administration companies. Piñera explained:

These companies can engage in no other activities and are subject to government regulation intended to guarantee a diversified and low-risk portfolio and to prevent theft or fraud. A separate government entity, a highly technical “AFP Superintendency,” provides oversight.
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Workers’ contributions are deductible for income tax purposes; the return on the PSA is tax free. Only when funds are withdrawn upon retirement are taxes paid according to the workers’ income tax brackets at the time. Both private and public sector employees are included in the PSA’s with the exception of police and armed forces whose pensions are built into their pay and working conditions system. Self employed workers have no mandatory savings, but may voluntarily enter the system.

Some workers may have contributed to the system for the 20 year minimum, but may still not have adequate savings. In those cases, once their PSA is depleted, they will receive pensions from the state. Those without the minimum of 20 years contribution will receive a reduced amount, a welfare type pension.

As discussed earlier, the legal retirement age for men is 65, for women it is 60. These are the ages when men and women have the right to collect pension funds; it is not a mandatory retirement age. Workers can continue working after retirement; they can receive their pension and no longer have a mandatory contribution to the PSA. Workers can also take early retirement if their pension funds are sufficient (50 percent of the average salary of the previous 10 years, as long as it is above the “minimum pension”).

Piñera lists several advantages of this system over the pay-as-you-go system in the U.S.: 1) the working population does not pay for the retired population, because the PSA system is completely independent of the companies employing the workers, 2) the account is fully portable, 3) the PSA helps create labor market flexibility and neither subsidizes nor penalizes immigrants, and 4) the PSA scheme allows flexible working styles that accommodate part time workers. In addition, Piñera noted that the success of the Chilean private pension system has led three other South American countries, Argentina, Peru, and Colombia, to adopt similar systems.

**Labor Unions.**

Without any previous governmental authorization, both private-sector and state employees have the right to create labor unions. The stated purposes of the unions are nearly identical to those that are created in the U.S. They are to: represent their affiliates in collective bargaining, enter contracts, ensure their fulfillment, and to enforce employee rights; strive to improve risk and accident prevention systems at work and work-related illnesses; create services to aid and advise members regarding investments and other technical, judicial, educational, cultural, health, career and socio-economical advising; and in general, realize all those activities contemplated in the statues and that are not prohibited by law.
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In Chile four kinds of unions can be constituted: labor unions that group workers of one company; intercompany unions that group workers of two or more distinct employers; independent workers’ labor union that groups workers who are not dependent on any specific employers; and labor unions of occasional or transitory workers that are constituted by workers that perform jobs during cyclical or intermittent periods. While the growth of one-company unions has more or less kept pace with the expansion of employment, multi-company unions - although still much smaller in terms of total membership - have been growing faster. This is, perhaps, surprising given that, under Chilean law, companies are not obliged to enter into collective bargaining with a multi-company union.

The only condition is that union members remain subject to the existing law. In addition to the right to organize, labor unions have the right to affiliate with federations, confederations, and international labor organizations. It is interesting to note that minors are explicitly authorized to become affiliates of labor union and to participate in their administration and direction. Employees are restricted from belonging to more than one labor union at a time and labor unions cannot belong to more than one umbrella organization.

Similar to legislation in many “right-to-work” states in the U.S., the Chilean Code provides that affiliation with labor unions is voluntary, personal, and non-delegable. No one can be obligated to affiliate with a labor organization in order to perform a job or develop an employment activity. The Code emphasizes that it is impermissible to condition the employment of workers on their affiliation or disaffiliation of labor unions. Equally, it is prohibited to impede or hinder their affiliation, fire, or harm them in any way as a result of their labor union membership or participation in union activities.

**Analysis and Assessment.**

In Chile workers are well protected by their labor law; their protection equals or exceeds that of American workers. The most significant advantage in Chile is the absence of employment-at-will. Chilean workers may not be fired when good cause is nonexistent. In fact the Labor Code specifically lists what constitutes a good cause firing. An employee who is fired without good cause is entitled to severance pay; one month’s salary must be paid for every month the employee worked for that employer. An American employer will incur additional responsibilities (and potential costs) when hiring workers in Chile. Those additional expenses, however, may be balanced by the fact that the comparative wage of Chileans is only about one third that of American workers. Unemployment compensation, workers’ compensation, and social security benefits are very similar to those offered in the U.S. and therefore would not benefit an American employer who is seeking to curtail labor costs.

Chile’s trade unions don’t present a significantly increased risk to employers. Because of the right to work status of all employees in Chile, many workers simply don’t see the point of
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belonging to a union. After all, why run the risk and pay dues when, in any case, they’re likely to see the benefits of collective wage agreements? That deprives the labor movement of a broader base of support, particularly in the private sector. However, in August 2007 Chile was in the international headlines when the Central Unitaria de Trabajadores (CUT), one of the country’s three national union confederations, organized what it billed as a national day of protest against oppression of the country’s workers. However, despite recent stoppages and the attention they attracted, labor disruptions are relatively infrequent in Chile. In 2006, there were 134 strikes, involving just 15,602 workers out of a total labor force of 6.8 million.79 Most agree that labor relations are not bad; as in the U.S. only the negative aspects are publicized. Although the situation tends to be less comfortable in smaller businesses, with less margin to absorb union demands, many larger Chilean companies report solid and mutually beneficial relations with their unions.80

**Employment Discrimination.**

Because of the long history of exclusion the U.S. Congress has legislated to protect a number of groups against employment discrimination. Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits employers from discriminating on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.81 It is unlawful for employers with 15 or more employees to fail or refuse to hire or to discriminate with respect employees’ compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment.82 The Age Discrimination in Employment Act prohibits employers with 20 or more employees from discrimination against individuals who are 40 years of age or older.83 The Americans with Disabilities Act84 protects otherwise qualified individuals with disabilities from discrimination by employers with 15 or more employees.

Chile’s Constitution essentially guarantees all groups of people the freedom to work.85 Chapter III states that any discrimination that is not based on personal skills or capabilities is prohibited, although the law may require Chilean citizenship or age limits in certain cases.

In contrast to the U.S., Chile has relatively little employment discrimination legislation; probably because they have the constitutional protection. Early in the Code it is stated that acts of discrimination are contrary to the principles of the labor laws.86 Acts of discrimination are defined as the distinctions, exclusions or preferences based on motives of race, color, sex, age, marital status, union membership, religion, political opinion, nationality, national ascendancy or social origin. The Code’s objective is to prohibit actions that annul or alter equal opportunities or treatment in employment.87 Note that Chile specifically prohibits discrimination based on marital status, political opinion, national ascendancy, and social origin, groups that are not
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protected by U.S. federal law, but Chile does not expressly protect the disabled. However, it could be argued that skilled and capable disabled persons would be protected by the Chilean Constitution.

In addition to the general protection provided by the Chilean Constitution and Code, more specific regulations protect workers based on:

**National origin.**

Employers who employ more than twenty-five workers are required to maintain a workforce that is at least eighty-five percent (85%) of Chilean nationality. 88  

The impact of this rule is somewhat softened by the methods of computing the 85% proportion. 89 First, the total number of workers that a business employs within the national territory will be taken into consideration; the numbers in the distinct branches will not be calculated separately. Second, the calculations will exclude specialist technical personnel that cannot be replaced by national personnel. Third, foreigners whose spouse or children are Chilean or who are widow or widowers of Chilean spouses will be treated as though they are Chilean. Fourth, foreigners who have been residents for more than five years in the country will be considered as Chileans, without taking into account incidental absences.

**Maternity Protection.**

No covered employer may condition the contracting of female workers based on the existence or absence of pregnancy. To this extent the law is similar to that in the U.S., 90 but Chile provides a much broader protection for pregnant employees. Conditions of employment include the duration of contracts, renewal of contracts, promotions or mobility. Employers cannot require female employees to produce a certificate or have any type of exam to verify pregnancy or its absence at the time of hiring. 91 Covered companies consist of those in public administration, semi-fiscal services, autonomous administration, municipalities including all services and establishments, cooperatives or industrial companies, quarries, agricultural or commercial businesses, including the branches or dependencies of those establishments, companies or services indicated. 92 Note that for this protection Chile does not limit the coverage based on the number of employees in the entity. It is difficult to think of an employer who would not fit into any of those classifications, therefore these laws will benefit all female workers who depend on any employer and are part of a pension system, even those who work at home.

Female workers will have the right to a paid maternity leave of six weeks before the delivery of the child and twelve weeks after it. 93 During this time the women receive a subsidy equivalent to their regular salaries with only taxes and legal discounts deducted. 94 These rights cannot be waived and during the periods of leave pregnant women and new mothers are
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prohibited from working. Additionally, regardless of any stipulation to the contrary, the mothers’ employments positions must be conserved during the maternity period. To make use of the maternity leave the pregnant employee must only present a medical or midwife’s certificate that verifies the pregnancy.  

The father will have the right to a paid leave of five days upon the birth of his child. He may use the leave at his discretion after the birth; the five days can be used consecutively or they may be distributed during the first month after the date of birth. This leave is also extended to the parents who have adopted a child; adoptive mothers will have 12 weeks leave following and adoptive fathers will have 5 days.

**Sexual Harassment.**

Sexual harassment is defined in the Chilean Code comparable to *quid pro quo* harassment in the U.S. Article 2 first states that labor relations should always be based on treatment consistent with the dignity of the individual.  Second, it expressly defines sexual harassment as improper behavior of a sexual nature, in which employees, without consent, are required to sexually perform in order to protect their employment status or opportunities. Apparently hostile work environment claims are not actionable.  

The Code then provides a process for resolving sexual harassment complaints. To start an investigation, the victim must file a written claim with the company. Within a period of five days from the receipt of the complaint, the employer must undertake an internal investigation of the violation and conclude it within a 30-day time period. When the complaint is first received, after considering the gravity of imputed acts and the possibilities derived from the work conditions, the employer must immediately adopt necessary preventative measures, such as the physical separation of the parties involved or rescheduling of the work.

**Age Discrimination.**

Although age is protected by the Chilean Constitution, no additional legislation to protect the aged has been enacted. Note that the Constitution allows age discrimination in two circumstances: 1) men are eligible to receive pension funds at age 65 and woman at age 60, and 2) the highest level of minimum wage is only guaranteed to those 65 and under.

**Analysis and Assessment.**

It is interesting to speculate on possible reasons for the paucity of legislation regarding employment discrimination. Since it is generally prohibited in the Constitution, additional legislation may not be necessary to protect workers. Also, it could be attributed to a number of other reasons: 1) Chile does not have the high level of ethnic and cultural diversity as in the U.S., 2) Chile does not have a history of exclusion, or 3) ethnic minorities, women, the aged, and
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disabled are relatively powerless in Chile.

The first statement appears to be correct; most Chileans are of mixed ancestry and share a high degree of cultural homogeneity.\(^\text{102}\) Being quite nationalist and patriotic, they focus on being Chileans, not on their cultural and ancestral European roots; this generally prevents open hostilities between the different ethnic groups. Chileans are not in the habit of discriminating on the basis of race and color because the color variation is very slight. Very few Afro-Americans live in Chile and the most prominent indigenous group, the Mapuche Indians, have relatively light skin. Ethnic differences in Chile focus more on “facial appearance, hair and eye color, body length, and family names.”\(^\text{103}\)

Second, Chile does have some history of exclusion. Because the Mapuche Indians are socially and economically segregated in Chile, one commentator stated, “Chile has historically denied its ethnic and cultural diversity.”\(^\text{104}\) Even though the 1992 census revealed that one thirteenth of the population identified themselves as member of indigenous cultures, the law did not recognize their culture or language. As late as 1999, the Chilean National Constitution only recognized the existence of one group – the Chilean people. The historical background provides some explanation.

In the mid-sixteenth century when Europeans started to arrive in South America, the Spanish conquistadores started taking control of indigenous territories and imposing their laws and customs, much like the practices of the settlers in the U.S. Only the Mapuche people were able to resist and retain their lands in southern Chile until 1881 when the Chilean army occupied and divided the land. Again, much like the American activity, the Mapuche were dispossessed and resettled on less attractive land (only 6% of their ancestral territory).\(^\text{105}\) From 1881 until 1990, the laws and policies applied to indigenous people were designed to assimilate them into the national society. There was little regard for culture and identity. In 1990 the Congress approved The Law on Protection, Promotion and Development of Indigenous Peoples.\(^\text{106}\)

The third statement, “Ethnic minorities, women, the aged and disabled are relatively powerless in Chile,” appears to be essentially true. Only the Mapuche, who usually work in poorly paid jobs with little or no prestige, have protested against discrimination.

Maternity protection may actually work against the best interests of the Chilean female worker; it certainly makes it more complicated, and significantly more expensive, to employ workers who might become pregnant. In reality fertile women may be kept out of the labor force because it is too expensive to take the risk they may become pregnant. Although women make up 51% of the Chilean population, they form only 37% of the labor force.\(^\text{107}\) Women earn about 65% of the income earned by men, and unemployment among women is persistently higher.\(^\text{108}\)

\(^{102}\) Countries and Their Culture, http://www.everyculture.com/Bo-Co/Chile.html (last visited June 1, 2010).

\(^{103}\) Id.


\(^{105}\) Hector Gonzalez, Propiedad Comunitaria o Individual,” 11 LOS LEYES INDIGENAS Y EL PUEBLO MAPUCHE 3,7 (1986).

\(^{106}\) Decree No 19253 of 1993.

\(^{107}\) Countries and Their Culture, supra note 102.

\(^{108}\) Id.
In Chile all groups of people are guaranteed equal employment opportunity; the only legal discrimination must be based on personal skills or capabilities. Therefore, relatively more employees are protected in Chile than in the United States. In addition to race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age and disability, protected groups in the U.S., Chile also protects against employment discrimination based on marital status, political opinion, national ascendency or social origin. Since employers are regulated more in regard to both labor and employment legislation, it appears that the only factor that would entice a cost conscious American employer to create a business presence in Chile would be the relative wages.

IV. CONCLUSION

The historical information on Chile’s economic policies indicates that the country has moved away from labor market rigidity and toward a more market oriented approach to labor regulation after the late 1970s. Nonetheless, the comparison of its labor laws with those of the U.S. indicates that Chile currently imposes more labor regulations in some areas (e.g., termination and severance pay, minimum wages and overtime), while other aspects of labor law (i.e., unemployment compensation) seem to be similar to that of the U.S. Only one aspect of labor law (social security) may be considered more market-oriented (less government involvement) than in the U.S. With respect to employment law (i.e., employment discrimination), Chile also seems to take a more market-oriented approach than the U.S. with the exception of maternity protection.

The limited empirical data available indicates that Chile has higher employment law and collective relations indices, and thus, has somewhat greater rigidities in its labor markets than the U.S. When compared with our analysis of labor laws in Chile and the U.S., it would suggest that the indices give a greater weight to the issues of termination, severance pay, minimum wages, and overtime than to the issues of employment discrimination. Or, alternatively, the disparity between the labor market rigidities created by the labor laws governing the former issues in Chile versus the U.S. are greater than the disparity created by U.S. labor laws on employment discrimination. Regardless, what we can say is that our comparison of the labor and employment laws in Chile and the U.S. is at least not inconsistent with the available data.

What implications can be drawn from our analysis? There are lessons for potential U.S. investors in Chile and economic policy planners. For potential U.S. investors in Chile, current labor laws with respect to termination, severance pay, minimum wages, overtime pay, and maternity/paternity leave is more restrictive than U.S. law and they will almost certainly incur higher labor costs for those components. Those labor cost components must be assessed against the lower labor cost components in Chile, such as wages, social security contributions and cost associated with employment discrimination laws. Not only will the cost of these labor components differ from those in the U.S., but business owners and managers will also likely face a less flexible work environment in Chile; the less flexible work environment likely will make it more difficult for businesses to respond to changing market conditions. Thus, investments in sectors that are characterized by market volatility (e.g., luxury and capital goods, real estate) will probably be more risky to undertake in Chile. On the other hand, Chile’s labor and employment law will be more conducive to investment in sectors that typically experience less market volatility (e.g., retail sales of consumer necessities, and utilities) and capital-intensive industries that employ relatively little labor (e.g., mining).

From a policy perspective, in light of the studies on labor market rigidity, FDI and economic growth effects of international trade, our analysis suggests that Chile could increase its inflows of FDI from the U.S. and achieve somewhat greater macroeconomic growth effects from
international trade if it were to reform its labor law still further by relaxing its mandates on termination, severance pay, minimum wages, overtime pay, and maternity leave. The macroeconomic benefits of such a policy, however, should be weighed against the individual and social costs of increased terminations and lower income to the workers, not to mention the ethical or human rights issues that such a policy may imply.